
TOOLS REQUIRED:
Plastic Pry Bar
Flat Screwdriver
Needle Nose Pliers
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Step 1 Factory Side Vent Removal
PLEASE READ AND UNDERSTAND ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE 
INSTALLATION. Auto makers offer varied models to each vehicle and occasionally 
manufacture more than one body style of the same model. Apply masking tape to the 
fender (around the factory side vent). Each vent consists of two pieces and is 
secured by eight metal pressure clips. The area with the F-250 or F-350 script is 
a separate piece from the lower section. The piece with script must be removed 
first (Fig 1). Use a plastic interior removal tool or slotted screw driver to pry the 
top assembly from the fender. Then remove the lower assembly.

PARTS LIST
(4) Round Pressure Clips
(1) MeshGrille Kit - 2 Pc.
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Step 2 Factory Grille Dissassembly
With the factory grilles removed from the vehicle, the factory grilles will now be 
dissassembled. Remove the 2 round clips from the factory grille by using a small 
flat screwdriver to pry the clips loose and remove the plastic mesh from the 
factory grilles (Fig 2).

Step 3 Mesh Grille Installation
Now take the two mesh grilles and insert them into the factory vent grille 
housings making sure they are fully seated into the factory vent housing. Now 
take the four round pressure clips supplied with the mesh grilles and install them 
onto the plastic posts in the center backside of the factory vent housing with 
the raised dome portion facing upward (Fig 4). Make sure to fully press the clips 
down so they are tight and holding the mesh grilles secure. Reassemble the two 
sections of the factory grille and reinstall the grilles into the vehicle. Installation 
complete.
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http://www.carid.com/custom-grilles.html
http://www.carid.com/t-rex-grilles/

